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H-Canyon: SRNS determined that several errors associated with the dose consequence of a
vessel deflagrations resulted in a positive Unreviewed Safety Question (see 3/5/21 and 3/12/21
reports). This week SRNS personnel held a fact finding meeting to discuss the errors that led to
the issue. SRNS personnel are performing an extent of condition review of the natural
phenomenon hazard and external event analysis calculation.
As a result of concerns raised by the resident inspector (RI) regarding the static capacity of the
H-Canyon Exhaust Tunnel, H-Canyon personnel have limited the traffic over the tunnel to
vehicles with two or fewer axels (see 7/14/17 report). H-Canyon personnel placed a barricade
with a sign stating the limit on the roadways traversing the tunnel. Last week the RI walked
down Outside Facilities and noted that the sign on a barricade had partially fallen. Additionally,
the barricade was turned 90 degrees from the intended direction such that a vehicle approaching
the tunnel would not be able to read the sign. The RI passed these observations to facility
personnel. The barricade has since been placed correctly and the sign reattached. H-Canyon
personnel are planning to replace the barricades with permanent and painted signs on the road.
L-Area: In addition to aluminum-clad spent nuclear fuel (SNF), L-Basin has a smaller
inventory of zirconium alloy and stainless steel clad SNF. Much of this SNF consists of uranium
metal fuel. If the uranium metal fuel comes in direct contact with water, it can react and form
uranium oxide and release hydrogen gas. Much of this fuel was cut into pieces and the cladding
sometimes ruptured during irradiation. (See DNFSB Technical Report-38). This week, SRNS
conducted underwater inspections of five containers containing this non-Al-clad SNF that was
stored underwater in L-bundles or aluminum tubes. One potential concern is the possibility of
galvanic corrosion where the zirconium or stainless steel is in direct contact with aluminum (i.e.,
corrosion from the inside out). The RI observed the inspection of two of these items. The visual
inspections of the exterior of the outer container did not identify any areas of significant
corrosion although there are some darker areas and nodules that are of interest. In addition,
when the L-bundle containing several cans (approximately 55 years old) was handled, a burst of
gas bubbles emerged from the openings at the top of the L-bundle. This could indicate that some
of the can seals have failed and water is reacting with the uranium metal fuel. Additional
bubbles emerged when an aluminum tube containing a can of high burnup fuel was handled. If
plans to perform ultrasonic testing come to fruition, that might be able to detect any thinning of
the containers due to corrosion or accumulation of corrosion products at the bottom of a
container.
Solid Waste Management Facility (SWMF): SWMF conducted their first oral board for a shift
operations manager position in approximately 5 years. The questions and grading of the board
were appropriate.

